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Dear Guest,
Welcome to our world.
In this month’s Journal
you will find some
of our favorite picks
throughout the season,
full of art and wonders.
FAENA ART 10 YEAR
ANNIVERSARY

Faena Art is a 501(c)3 nonprofit
organization celebrating 10 years
of supporting the arts through
commissioning, producing,
and housing cross-disciplinary
artistic experiences.
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Dive in and discover the
world through our eyes.
Your Faena Family
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FAENA ART

Miami Art Week
Happenings at Faena
On the heels of its
10-year anniversary
and a successful
fundraising gala this
past October, Faena
Art fortifies its mission
of commissioning,
producing and housing
cross-disciplinary
artistic experiences
that are accessible to
all. During Miami Art
Week in December,
the nonprofit is
collaborating with
international artists to
host an immersive sitespecific art installation
on Faena Beach and
will inaugurate its first
dedicated physical
space in Miami.

Founded a decade ago in
Buenos Aires, Argentina, Faena
Art provides artists with a platform
to express themselves and a space
for the public to access and interact
with their ideas on both a local and
international level. By focusing
on ephemeral cross-disciplinary
experiences, Faena Art isn’t tied
down to one type of medium or style
of artwork—it’s not just about a
conventional painting on a wall, but
rather the inclusivity of immersive
installations and performances
that seek to entice viewers to
reexamine how they think about
art. These types of projects tend
to be forward-thinking and that is
extremely important to Faena Art’s
mission—to contribute to future
ideas by creating a platform for
cutting-edge and experiential work.

Faena Art’s main featured
artist this year, Pilar Zeta, has
been commissioned to create a
site-specific installation on Faena
Beach for Miami Art Week. The
immersive installation will reference
the history of Art Deco in Miami
and serve as a portal to the present
moment as each person walks
through the installation. The
Argentine artist will also be creating
a sculpture for the Cathedral at
Faena Hotel Miami Beach and
is releasing NFTs (non-fungible
tokens) related to her work through
a collaboration with Faena Art's
the new digital partner Aorist.
At the start of the pandemic,
many local artists lost access to their
studio spaces due to lack of funding.
Faena Art responded by opening
the Faena Forum to an array of

multidisciplinary artists ranging
from photographers, sculptors, and
producers at a time when the Forum
was closed to public events due to
Covid-19 restrictions. Seeing how
much this first round of residencies
helped the local artistic community,
Faena Art decided to inaugurate
its first-ever dedicated space in
Miami called the Project Room
to continue supporting artists in a
significant way. To launch the new
space, Faena Art has partnered with
the new NFT platform Aorist and
will feature Barcelona-based artist
Andrés Reisinger. Reisinger creates
at the intersection of art, design,
and direction—his work bridges
the imagined and the tangible,
resonating with the experimental
nature of the Project Room. His
work will also be "tokenised" as

an NFT, which, underscoring
Faena Art’s mission, explores
new boundaries in art, as well as
the intersection of the physical
and metaverse. The aim of the
Project Room is to encourage
artists to explore new facets of their
practice, fostering new models for
social interaction that transcend
the traditional boundaries of art,
science, philosophy, and social
practice. Each residency will
culminate with an exhibition
that’s free and open to the public.
Each of Faena Art’s
collaborations seek to merge
art, design and technology in
a way that pushes boundaries
and welcomes the community
to experience and enjoy them.

GRACIELA HASPER, UNTITLED AT FAENA FORUM
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WWW.FAENAART.ORG

@FAENAART
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PROJECT
ROOM

FAENA ART

FAENA CULTURE

Architecture of Being
A Collection of Intimate
Reflections by Alan Faena
Every era has legendary
figures who ignite the cognoscenti’s
imagination by dreaming far beyond
anyone before them, and in the
world of urban revitalization that
visionary is Alan Faena. From
the ingenious reconstruction of
abandoned docklands in Buenos
Aires, Argentina to the heights
of luxury in Miami Beach, Alan
Faena has built thriving cultural
communities and districts from
the ground up. With his new
book, The Architecture of
Being, Faena shares with the
world the guiding principles that
have shaped his own journey and
the urban marvels he’s created.
During the pandemic, when
the world ground to a halt, Faena
turned inward in silence and
stillness to reflect on his path
towards self-awareness, fulfillment,
and the mastery of his own
existence. The result is an inspired
blueprint to self-transformation
and self-actualization written with
poetic acuity and the sagacity of a
monastic teacher. The enlightening
tome is organized into eight
thematic pillars: Creation, Vision,
Weakness, Silence, Path, Present,
Love and Architecture. The
chapters, illustrated with divinely
cosmic charcoal drawings from the
hand of Argentine artist Gonzalo
Fuenmayor, explore the wellspring
from which all creativity emanates
and the evolutionary progression of
turning ideas into material reality
on our way to transcendence.
“To build my dreams, I
first had to build myself,” Faena
explains. To our benefit, he’s paid
attention along the way, noting
what takes us closer to or further
away from the most vital version
of ourselves. “The challenge in
our transformation processes,” he
writes, “is to recognize who we
were yesterday and who we’ll be
tomorrow.” However, we can only
glimpse our existence and its path
if we are anchored in the present
moment—the place in which we can
exercise awareness and intention
to consciously mold our life, its
meaning, and the fullness of our
existence. “We are our own greatest
work,” shares Faena. “All of my
creations are simply ways of sharing
those experiences with the world.”

Faena Art’s Project Room
Arrives to the Faena District
Faena Art is proud to announce
the opening of the Project
Room. This location marks
the first dedicated space for
the nonprofit organization in
Miami, serving as a platform
for experimentation and
development of innovative ideas.
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The Project Room
encourages artists to explore new
facets of their practice, and will
host an artist residency program,
a series of artist talks, and foster
new models for social interaction
that transcend the traditional
boundaries of art, science,
philosophy, and social practice.

WWW.FAENAART.ORG

Faena Art will be launching
the Project Room during Miami
Art Week 2021 by featuring
Barcelona-based artist Andrés
Reisinger in collaboration with
Aorist. Reisinger creates at the
intersection of art, design, and
direction—his work bridges
the imagined and the tangible,
resonating with the experimental
nature of the Project Room.

@FAENAART

WWW.FAENA.COM
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FAENA THEATER

TRYST
A Lovers’ Rendezvous
Our Next Affair
Haven’t you heard the rumor? There’s a new
legendary lover at Faena Theater. Her beauty
is revered, her wit is razor sharp and her charm
will steal your heart. Her name? Ariana Savalas.

“Faena

Theater offers
a level of
sophistication
and intimacy
that's second
to none— the
audience is
just as much
a part of the
show as any
performer”

The mistress of the
modern Moulin Rouge has
solidified herself as the
top-billing burlesque
queen holding court
around the world,
from the glittering
Parisian Burlesques to
the decadent Weimar
German Cabarets. She
now graces the stage of
Faena Theater as the
new master of ceremonies
of Tryst—a seductive cabaret
presented by Alan Faena in
collaboration with Quixotic that
explores love, intimacy and fantasy
through immersive vignettes
combining cirque arts and burlesque
with live musical performances
and striking visual projections.
A singer, songwriter and
multi-instrumentalist, Savalas
has garnered a global fanbase as a
vocalist for Postmodern Jukebox, a
popular music collective known for
reimagining contemporary hits with
the vintage overtones of jazz and
swing. Savalas performs her original
songs at the open and close of the
show with signature flair, setting the
night’s tone from start to finish with
an artistry rivaling legendary greats

like Mae West and Bette Midler.
“Ariana elevates Tryst to
new heights,” says Shane Borth,
Quixotic’s composer. “She is sexy,
fresh, hilarious and incredibly
talented. Anyone who has seen Tryst
before would be blown away by
what she brings to the production.”
After warming up the theater
with an unexpected off-stage
entrance crooning the lyrics of
Fiona Apple’s “Criminal,” followed
by a rousing piano performance of
her own “Legendary Lover” ditty,
Savalas promises the cozy crowd
there is a sensual something for
each one of them this evening. “We
have men who love women, women
who love men, women who love
women, and everything in between.”
The scintillating revue takes
guests on a libido-inciting journey
through suggestive tales of ardor
and seduction from Savalas’ past,
present and future. The opening
duet recalls a first date, which starts
off in the bedroom, “as all good first
dates do,” she muses. What ensues
will leave you breathless: Impossibly
sexy, barely dressed lovers spin from
duo aerial straps in gravity-defying
Kama Sutra poses to a stirring
rendition of Chris Isaak’s “Wicked

Game.” It’s the epitome of passion,
romance, and irresistible attraction.
The rest of the performances
are nothing short of electrifying
with eye-popping Broadway-worthy
costumes to match. A dancer in
rhinestone pasties pirouettes faster
than a paramour’s heart in a tango
trapeze number, a lithe fire fairy
pole dances while wielding flickering
flames, and the most exotic bird
in the Faena flock mesmerizes
with a Copacabana-era striptease.
New to the cast, Emiliano Torres
makes his red trumpet sing in
exuberant jazz jams with ace
saxophonist, Ernest Melton.
Through it all, Savalas
never misses a beat—captivating
the crowd with rollicking improv,
ukulele duets, showstopping
mashups of Taylor Swift, Ben
E. King and Billie Eilish, and
some provocative surprises up
her tasseled-leather sleeve.
“Faena Theater offers a level
of sophistication and intimacy that’s
second to none—the audience is
just as much a part of the show as
any performer,” says Savalas. “My
hope is that people will leave Tryst
feeling a bit sexier and a bit more
in love than when they came.”

THU 9:00PM
FRI-SAT 8:00PM & 10:30PM

IN-HOUSE GUESTS CAN
CONTACT THE CONCIERGE
AT 4021 FOR RESERVATIONS

—ARIANA SAVALAS

FAENATHEATER.COM
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@FAENATHEATER
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ARIANA SAVALAS IN TRYST
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LOS FUEGOS BY FRANCIS MALLMANN

Holiday Feasts
to Remember

PAO BY PAUL QUI

Eat, drink, and be merry this holiday season by
leaving the entertaining to us. Spend the holidays
dining on decadent culinary treasures at Faena’s
two world-class restaurants, Pao and Los Fuegos.

“Food is

about memories,
familiarity,
and comfort”
—PAUL QUI

“The holidays are all about
family, celebrating and sharing
joy,” said Kaiwen Chen, Pao’s
executive chef. “Here at Pao, we
are a family-style restaurant
with modern Asian cuisine that
adds a unique touch to spending
quality time with loved ones.”
For Thanksgiving, gather
round a table at Pao for an exciting
spin on a traditional feast. Roasted
squash velouté with Ossetra Caviar
tops the multicourse menu. Larger
plates of fried turkey seasoned with
black truffle adobo, roasted turkey
leg rice with foie gras, caramelized
vegetables and golden raisins come
accompanied by sides of crispy
brussels sprouts tossed with shiitake
bacon and Thai herbs, as well as
irresistible Japanese sweet potato
puree. At Los Fuegos, delight in
flavorful asado dishes fresh from
the garden, land or sea. Hearty
Thanksgiving fare includes a starter
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of wood-fired leeks and Romesco
sauce, burrata and pecan praline; a
second course of slow-cooked lamb
shank with tomato chutney, sweet
potato puree and a fresh mint salad;
and a wood-fired turkey “Pamplona”
as the showstopping entrée with
potato puree, charred brussels
sprouts and black truffle gravy.
For Christmas, give your
family the gift of an unforgettable
culinary adventure. “Our holiday
menus are specifically curated for
the season,” notes Chen. Pao’s
truffle risotto is a robust delicacy
of crispy Iberian ham, shaved
truffles, burrata, and pan-seared
wild mushrooms. You’ll also find
its signature Uni Tostada on the
menu featuring sea urchin as its
star ingredient, seasoned with
avocado cream, tomato jam, red
onion and sprinkled with furikake,
a crunchy Japanese seasoning. For
smokier fare, Los Fuegos offers a

@LOSFUEGOSFAENA

decadent starter of prime tenderloin
tartare with shaved foie gras and
organic egg yolk followed by
fresh-from-the-sea Branzino,
encrusted in salt and served
with a Bouillabaisse sauce
and root vegetables tournée.
Leave room for the main
event: a slow-cooked
Wagyu beef cheek with
Yukon potato puree drizzled
with black truffle beef jus.
Savoring the meal of your
life is one fine way to start the
new year. Chef Chen recommends
marking the special occasion with
one of Pao’s unique dishes like the
roasted fish with chili patis sauce,
served with fragrant jasmine rice
and cooked in a garlic and ginger
oil. “It’s one of my favorite dishes.
It carries a slightly spicy, savory,
sweet, bold and herby flavor,” he
said. Pair the meal with one of Pao’s
crafted cocktails such as the “Elixir

Gin and Tonic” or the “Cucumber
Mez” to toast the New Year. Los
Fuegos will have two menus on offer,
including one specifically designed
for vegans. “Conscious cuisine is
a big focus for us—from where we
source our ingredients to what we’re
offering on the menu,” says Los
Fuegos Chef de Cuisine, Sebastian
Benitez. The New Year’s Eve menu
features a wide-array of gourmet
dishes from Chilean Seabass
confit and Périgord black truffle to
wood-fired beet velvets with black
truffle, Marcona almond cream
and avocado mousse. The entrees
are equally exceptional. There’s a
prime cut of hanging A5 Wagyu
tenderloin or a charred cauliflower
steak with black truffle, wild
mushroom jus and cauliflower puree
sprinkled with garlic chips. Benitez
notes, “The world is changing, and
our kitchen is changing with it.”

“I try to touch people

in a different way, in
a more complete way.
Food and wine are
hopefully delicious,
but I like to think
that guests have
been touched by a
lifestyle experience”
—FRANCIS MALLMANN

@PAOFAENA

RESERVATIONS +1 786 655 5600

IN-HOUSE GUESTS DIAL 4400
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THE LIVING ROOM SUPPER CLUB
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SA XONY BAR

GITANO AT CASA FAENA

Dancing
After Dark
Saxony Bar, the super
sexy, discreet sister to
Faena’s Living Room
lounge, is where
those in-the-know go
to imbibe top-shelf
libations and dance
well into the evening.

The nightlife lounge tends
to fly under-the-radar thanks to
its penchant for exclusivity. “We
curate the crowd to ensure the
energy is always right where
it needs to be,” says Richard
Filippi, Faena’s VIP nightlife
director. “It’s a very intimate
venue and it’s important to us that
people mingle, dance and have an
experience that elevates their lives.”
Saxony Bar is an homage
to what nightlife used to be, adds
Filippi, where people would go

after dinner for a fun night out.
The foil to Miami’s famed ultraclubs, Faena’s late-night lounge
is perfect for rubbing shoulders
with a select, eclectic group of
guests. “We have a diverse set
of people converging from the
Living Room, Faena Theater and
Gitano, as well as those coming
directly to the lounge,” says Filippi.
“What they all have in common
is wanting to have a great time.”
The cocktails are just as
sophisticated as the onyx and

ACCESS

Key to
Miami
gold-trimmed Art Deco space.
Experienced bartenders serve
well-mixed Old Fashioned drinks,
Manhattans and Negronis with
top-quality spirits like Angels
Envy Bourbon, Woodford Reserve
and Hendrick’s Gin. “Our most
popular signature cocktail is the
Smoke and Sparks,” comments
veteran bartender Troy Straker,
which is a heady mix of jalapeñoinfused tequila and mezcal served
with a dash of fresh-pressed lime
juice and agave bitters. “Ladies
love the Faena Spritz,” he adds.
DJ Yacine Guerbi, former
resident DJ at Cipriani New York,
spins a mix of 80s, old-school hip
hop, disco, rock, remixed world
music and everything in between.
You’ll hear hits from Madonna to
Dua Lipa, Abba to Gloria Estefan,
Lionel Ritchie to the Rolling Stones.
“People love to dance to music they
can sing along to,” Guerbi says.
And he knows just what to play and
when to keep the party pulsing all
night long. “I want people to talk
about what a great time they had for
days, and then come back again.”

FEATURED COCKTAIL

Legacy

Crafted by Faena bartender
Nikita Kusakin, the Legacy
cocktail is a harmonious fusion
of Martell Cognac Cordon Bleu,
blue lavender, lemon, and dashes
of egg white to create a smooth
and balanced aftertaste. On the
palate, the semisweet bouquet of
the cognac with notes of honeydew
melon, roasted almonds and
apple butter is brightened with
citrus and balanced with floral
notes. Garnished with colorful
hibiscus flowers and served in a
Collins glass, Legacy is a light
and refreshing beverage perfect
for sipping under a setting sun.
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SAXONYBAR@FAENA.COM

Cate, modiuçmo ad con
pubitis. Ultis et venter loccio, o
meniribus, Castandam patius iam
tente, notantr ideffre, vilictur ineste
ilicae con sum re, consus factemque
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C. Caperdic inerei con tuam
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quo es? Fac venimiliis, consultum,
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Gypsy Glam
for the Winter
Flock
A fan-favorite on the jetset circuit,
GITANO Miami Beach welcomes friends
flying in to cavort in warmer winter
climes. Known for its stylish gathering
spots in Tulum and New York City, Grupo
GITANO effortlessly marries a gypsychic aesthetic with elevated food and
drink that is beloved around the world
by the fashionable and flamboyant.

RESERVATIONS +1 786 655 5600
FAENA.COM/CASA-FAENA/DINING/GITANO

Bedecked with a garden of
tropical fronds and bursting with
bohemian brio, GITANO brings an
air of Tulum to South Beach with
luscious libations, Latin-leaning fare,
and spirited diversion. As the sun
melts toward the horizon, a bronzed
crowd gathers for golden hour on the
Jungle Roof sipping sunset cocktails
like Jungle Fever—a mezcal elixir
muddled with cilantro, chili and
lime. The Gypsy Disco 75 is
another crowd-pleaser. The cocktail,
mixed with rosé champagne, StGermain, Élyx vodka served up
with a raspberry, is GITANO’s twist
on the French 75. “And of course,
there’s always our iconic GITANO
Margarita, which brings a sense
of familiarity and home, whether
you’re with us in Tulum, New York,
or Miami,” says founder James
Gardner. Featuring a library of more
than 25 types of mezcals, guests
could spend weeks here sampling
new spirits and never get bored.
A change in season brings a
new winter menu to GITANO’s
dining room. Executive Chef
Antonio Maldonaldo from
Puebla, Mexico, plates clean and
elevated Mexican fare. “The food

SUNSET COCKTAILS AND DINNER
WED-SUN 5:00PM - 11:00PM

is so authentic,” says GITANO
Restaurant Manager Daniella
Fernicola. “The chef cooks with
recipes that have been passed down
through his family for generations.”
Kick off a flavorful culinary
journey with shrimp agauchile
submerged in lime juice, habanero
chilis and watermelon radish;
Tlayuda, a handmade Oaxacan
dish featuring refried beans, squash,
queso chihuahua and crispy
grasshoppers; and Langostine a la
Talla prepared with cilantro chili
serrano, chili cascabel and mint.
The mains are enough to
make your mouth water. The
barbecue duck and grilled octopus
dishes are flavored to perfection
with a requisite kick of chili heat.
Vegetarians will not be at a loss: The
must-try lemongrass cauliflower
mole is cooked with guajillo chili,
goat cheese and sunflower seeds.
Whether you’re enjoying
dinner in the restaurant, cocktails
on the rooftop, or visiting Gitano
locations in Tulum or New York,
the gypsy-disco sounds from Leo
Leonski never fail to get the crowd
in the mood for a good time.
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TIERRA SANTA HEALING HOUSE

Fire & Ice,
A Journey Through
Our Healing Oasis
The holiday season is
a time for reflection
and reconnection.
Tierra Santa Healing
House offers a wealth
of treatments that
combine cuttingedge technology and
ancient energetic
practices to look
and feel your best.

Prepare for holiday events
with Tierra Santa’s Triple Lift
Advanced Facial that uses
Biologique Recherche’s stateof-the-art Remodeling Face®
machine. Designed to plump facial
volume, the treatment combines
two age-defying boosters with
three electrotherapy currents
to stimulate circulation, restore
elasticity and re-sculpt the facial
structure. Rejuvenated skin,
less marked wrinkles and more
pronounced facial contours are
visibly noticeable after just one
treatment—getting you cameraready for all those celebratory selfies.
To heal yourself from the
inside out, join Tierra Santa’s twoday Advance Pranic Healing
certificate workshops. The advanced
session on November 2 & 3 is hosted
by Angela Barrios-Cohen from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. (Barrios-Cohen will
also lead a Pranic psychotherapy
course on December 8 & 9). The
basic workshop takes place on
November 21 & 22, led by Tierra
Santa’s Spa Director Agustina
Caminos. The workshops, originally
developed by Master Choa Kok Sui,
guide participants to get in touch
with their spiritual core, cleanse and
renew vital energy, and accelerate
the body’s natural healing process.
“Pranic Healing is for
everyone,” says Caminos. “It’s
a powerful healing practice that
becomes a tool in your daily
life to keep your energy strong,
aligned and protected. It also
18

THE HAMMAM
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THE STEAM ROOM

helps you channel your focus,
heal relationships and achieve a
higher level of consciousness that
brings peace and harmony to your
life and to those around you.”
Throughout the winter months,
guests can enjoy a full calendar of
daily yoga classes including sunset
beach sessions on Sunday evenings,
as well as weekly meditation sessions
including complimentary Twin
Hearts, various classes hosted by
Fernando Benevenia and full moon
experiences with Ewa Joseffson.
On November 5, join the
Modern ŌM community for an
experiential event in the Tierra
Santa yoga studio that explores
divine masculine and feminine
energies. Actor and transformation
specialist Kevin Walton will lead
embodiment practices based on
his Creatorhood Initiate Program
to manifest greater flow and ease.
And on November 23, guests can
embrace greater mental and physical
well-being with a Shamanic
Constellations workshop with
certified spiritual healer Eric Lopez.
Using roleplay and other healing
20

techniques, Lopez does a deep
dive into participants’ ancestral
traumas helping them experience a
spiritual unburdening and rebirth.
During Art Basel in December,
festival goers can drop into stillness
with complimentary morning yoga
classes on Faena Beach led by Lina
Pinilla, as well as complimentary
Twin Hearts meditations guided
by Caminos. On December 3, pop
into the spa’s Big Bang Boutique
for a trunk show where colorful
yaxa belts from Guatemala are
juxtaposed with high-fashion
pieces like limited-edition Parisian
handbags from Iris Noble and Rut
Otero kimonos from Denmark.
Caminos and Myk Likhov will
close out Art Basel on December 4,
with a Twin Hearts Meditation
to cleanse and energize our entire
energy bodies by activating the
heart and crown chakras.
“When we become a channel
for divine energy and we bless
the earth and those around us
with peace and goodwill, in
turn, we receive all the blessings
we give away,” says Caminos.

“Our magical Hamman

is a must-use for the
beginning of your healing
journey at Tierra Santa
—it will purify, relax, and
prepare you to get the
most out of our healing
rituals and treatments”
—AGUSTINA CAMINOS

@TIERRASANTAFAENA

THE TEPEDARIUM
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FAENA BAZA AR

Your Curated
Destination
The holidays are
upon us and Curio
at Faena Bazaar is
a one-stop shop for
exclusive apparel and
accessories, eyebrow
and lash services,
holiday gifts and
fashion-forward Miami
Art Week events.

“We’re constantly searching
for pieces that are memorable and
become the go-to statement styles
in your closet,” says Danielle Licata,
co-founder of Curio. “We have
become known as a place to find
your favorite designer brands as well
as discover up-and-coming talents.”
In addition to labels like
Carolina K, Silvia Tcherassi,
Rosetta Getty and Bondi Born,
Curio has launched some great
new options for women. For
chic dresses to take from day to
night, check out Lee Mathews
and My Sleeping Gypsy, printed
tropical cabana sets from Dieji
Studios, and sexy silhouettes
from Cult Gaia and Aya Muse.
Curio also augmented its
footwear collection featuring GIA/
RHW, a collaboration between the
Florentine brand Gia Borghini and
model/actress Rosie HuntingtonWhiteley. There’s also a curated
selection of statement sandals from
René Caovilla to more masculine
chunky flats by JW Anderson
and high heels from Aquazura.
The gentlemen will be
happy to find an expanded
lifestyle offering of swimwear,
sportswear, and casual sets. “We
like our guy to look effortless and
relaxed, but still refined and with
a discerning eye to quality.” The
men’s roster includes Orlebar
Brown, Officine Generale,
Boglioli, OAS and thesalting.
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WWW.SHOPATCURIO.COM

@FAENABAZAARCURIO
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CREMA GROUMET AT FAENA BAZA AR

If you’re in the market for
holiday gifts, Curio has one-of-akind jewelry pieces and a highly
stylized selection of sunglasses
that range from small independent
sunglass brands like Jacques Marie
Mage to runway-driven designer
brands including Bottega Veneta,
Saint Laurent and Tom Ford.
A new home goods installation is
the perfect place to pick up a vase
from Le Double J, a Cire Trudon
candle or a horn picture frame.

Crème de
la Crème
To indulge in some holiday
and Miami Art Week primping,
head to the Faena Bazaar’s
new blowout bar and Brow Salon
located on the third floor. While
you’re on property, don’t miss
Curio’s Art Basel activations
including customizable products,
exclusive capsule collections and
the chance to meet global design
talent. “Fashion is one of many art
forms on display during Basel” says
Licata, “and the store will have a
robust event calendar to match.”
24

Faena Bazaar has added Crema
Gourmet Espresso Bar to its mix of
upscale offerings including Curio’s
coveted selection of lifestyle fashion
brands, one-of-a-kind home décor
and beauty salon services.

@CREMA_GOURMET

Located on the first floor,
the gourmet café offers outdoor
seating facing Collins Avenue, a
cozy inner courtyard and a bright
dining room featuring tropical
accents from the banana leaf
wallpaper to rattan furniture.
Known for its handcrafted
coffee and experienced baristas,
guests can pop in for a shot of
espresso, a latte, chai tea, or a
decadent affogato any time of day.
A range of healthy juices, filling
smoothies, and acai bowls are also
on offer. The food menu is just as
appealing with all-day breakfast
fare like flaky pastries, openface breakfast sandwiches and
turkey scrambled eggs, to name
a few. Those with a sweet tooth
will enjoy melt-in-your-mouth
chocolate croissants, just-baked
cookies, or a dulce de leche-filled
muffin fresh from the kitchen.
Other options—perfect for a
midday meal during a beach day,

after an afternoon of shopping
or while working from a sunlit
table in the restaurant—include
toasted baguette sandwiches (think
prosciutto with mozzarella cheese,
chicken club and tuna salad), as well
as a range of fresh salads and bowls.
If you’re looking for
something heartier, dig into
tasty plates of penne pasta from
chicken mushroom to salmon
pepper to tomato basil (insider tip:
pasta dishes are $9 all-day every
Thursday). Cap off the day with
a happy hour beer or wine under
sunset skies (glasses of vino are
half-off from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.).
"When we were given the
opportunity to open at Faena
Bazaar,” said Yiannis Sotiropoulos
and Makis Paliouras, co-founders
of Crema Gourmet Espresso
Bar, "we wanted to create a
neighborhood spot that brought
delicious food and drink to those
enjoying the Faena District.”
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Faena Rose
Some highlights from
this fall include—
Documentary filmmaker
and lifelong Miamian Billy
Corben—with his cutting
humor and unparalleled energy—
engaged members in a night of
storytelling about his six-part
docuseries, Cocaine Cowboys:
The Kings of Miami.
Wall Street Journal tech
reporter and CNBC contributor
Tim Higgins provided a look
into Elon Musk’s mind, in a
conversation about his recent
book POWER PLAY: Tesla, Elon
Musk, and the Bet of the Century.
NY Times food columnist and
renowned author, chef, and speaker
Mark Bittman joined Faena
Rose for a thought-provoking
conversation as part of its Wellness
Series. Bittman, who’s written
more than 20 books on global
food culture and policy, discussed
his latest— Animal, Vegetable,
Junk: A History of Food from
Sustainable to Suicidal, and
members were treated to a copy.
Harvard School of Medicine
Genetics Professor Dr. Robert
C. Green, MD, MPH introduced
members to Precision Medicine
and Genomics—emerging
approaches to disease treatment
and prevention that take into
account individual variability
in genes, environment, and
lifestyle. The doctor also provided

a limited number of personal
consultations following the lecture.
US Army veteran-turneddeath-defying photographer Isaac
Wright shared his unbelievable
story and images. In an intimate
talk, he recounted his journey from
tough childhood and devastating
military service to the daring
artistic pursuits that helped him
cope with PTSD: shooting images
from the tops of buildings, statues,
and bridges that he’d scaled. The
stunning photos shot from these
heights and perspectives led to
social media popularity, followed
by a nationwide manhunt and four
months of incarceration….and
ultimately—to his calling as an
NFT artist and an avid activist for
social justice and prison reform.
In an exclusive, after-hours
experience at the world’s first
Museum of Graffiti, members
witnessed famed street artist
Saber complete and install
artwork for his upcoming show—
in such proximity that some even
became part of the art! The event
was preceded by a private tour
of the museum, and followed
by a Q&A with the artist.
Additionally, Rose hosted
fun Social Series events, including
a dog Halloween costume mixer:
Biscuits, Bones & Bellinis,
and film screenings including
Roadrunner: A Film about
Anthony Bourdain and The Lost
Leonardo, the story behind the
most expensive painting ever sold.

ABOUT US

Faena Rose is an art- and culturebased private members club that brings
together a dynamic community through
a robust calendar of engaging and
transformative cultural events. Each
season, Faena Rose presents a diverse
lineup of riveting conversations and
thrilling experiences, featuring acclaimed
authors, directors, artists, wellness experts,
chefs, thought leaders, and more.

“Faena Rose provides worldclass programming for an
exclusive group of members
who are passionate about
art and culture, and also
care deeply about the
world in which we live. ”
—PABLO DE RITIS

And still to come—
King of commentary and
controversy, Dave Portnoy
of Barstool Sports talks about
the success of his new media
company and his quest to save
small businesses, investments,
and, oh yeah—sports…
Anthony Bourdain’s longtime
assistant and confidante of 15 years,
Laura Woolever, discusses her new
best-selling book: Bourdain: The
Definitive Oral Biography.
Celebrity Event Planner
Colin Cowie delivers a Holiday
Entertaining Masterclass,
and so much more!

BILLY CORBEN
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ROBERT GREEN & MAT T HAGGMAN SPEAKING (ABOVE)
ALAN KET GIVING MEMBERS A TOUR OF THE MUSEUM (BELOW)

ROSEMEMBERSHIPS@FAENA.COM
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON FAENA ROSE
@FAENA.ROSE FOR MORE HIGHLIGHTS, HAPPENINGS, AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN
FOLLOW
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Art & Coffee
with Lavazza
With a shared passion
for excellence and a
spirit of inventiveness,
the fourth-generation
Italian coffee company
Lavazza and the Faena
District are linking up
to bring sustainable
¡Tierra! coffee to
guests as well as a
joint curation of artsrelated programming.

“We value all our partners
who understand and appreciate
how hospitality, art and culture can
converge and bring people together to
create shared experiences,” says Alan
Faena, founder of Faena District.
The coffee company’s
involvement in the arts community
dates to 1940 when artists
were handpicked to draw the
company's famous collection
of Lavazza figurines. Over the
years, influential creatives like
Armando Testa, Claudio Caramel
and Steve McCurry continue to
be tapped to design logos, coffee
cups and calendars. Lavazza will
draw on this artistic legacy to help
shape Faena’s existing cultural
initiatives including an Artist in
Residence program that launched
this summer, as well as new artist
commissions across the District.

FAENA ALEPH

Why shrinking the size
of life is synonymous
of well-being
ENJOY A HOT CUP OF LAVAZZA COFFEE AT
ANY ONE OF FAENA’S DINING OUTLETS.

Faena’s
Key to
Miami

Alan Faena is a master
of curation. His
aesthetic sensibilities
have single-handedly
revitalized entire
neighborhoods in
both Buenos Aires,
Argentina and Miami
Beach, transforming
them into world-class
epicenters of art,
design, hospitality,
wellness and
entertainment. This
winter, the brand will
debut its Key to Miami,
a stylish travel guide to
the best Miami haunts
through a Faena lens.
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Set the
Mood

We have gathered
some medical,
aesthetical and
philosophical advice
that underscores the
benefits of keeping
things simple.

The sounds of Faena are
now at your fingertips
with the debut of the
brand’s new Spotify
account curated
by Faena District’s
entertainment manager
Alejandro Lista.

The compact guidebook
will be available in all rooms
and suites at Faena Hotel Miami
Beach for guests to use as they
explore the city’s dynamic artsand-culture scene. The pages are
filled with Faena’s favorite places
to dine, shop and visit including
a rich selection of architecture,
art and design venues. Guests
will also find insider’s tips like
neighborhood walks that get
you away from the crowds to
under-the-radar art galleries to

fairs and cultural happenings
not to miss while in town.
Whether you’re checking out
street art in Wynwood, sipping
a cortadito in Little Havana or
touring Miami Beach’s Art Deco
landmarks, the Key to Miami
is a trusted guide to lead you
in the right direction, wherever
you might find yourself in the
city. And it makes for a great
keepsake to take home as a
memento from your travels.

One of the great
misunderstandings regarding
modern spirituality is that to achieve
it requires many things: readings,
food, exercise, travel, groups and
techniques. But perhaps it should
be suggested that one does not grow
toward the spiritual, but rather
shrinks into it. In other words
the spiritual is always there and
stripping away the array reveals its
shine. This has been said by Angelus
Silesius in the most circumspect
way: ‘The rose, without explanation,
blooms because she blooms.”
But perhaps the simplest way
of understanding it is in medical
terms. Doctors, as has been affirmed
by John Schumann, cannot explain
the majority of symptoms, at least
not at the level of detail that we
would all like. “In spite of all the
science and technology in medicine,
what we doctors do is more
about making educated guesses…
But prevention is different.”
The prevention of illnesses
– and it is worth repeating the

cliché that the body is not a
separate entity from the spirit – is
something that medicine knows a
lot about. There is an enormous
body of epidemiological research
affirming that, to be healthy, it
is simply necessary to follow
a series of steps. Schumann
dares to list the following:
• Get enough sleep
• Move your body
throughout the day.
• Eat well — a healthy assortment
of foods. Mostly plants, and not
too much. (An idea popularized
by author Michael Pollan).
• Interact socially. Isolation is
not good for the body or mind.
• Take some time to reflect on
what you are grateful for.
It does not take too much
effort to note that what Schumann
recommends in his role as a doctor
is the same that the greatest minds
of all times have been telling us, as
well as Eastern philosophies and
even neuroscience. On the other
hand, however, much is needed

to achieve simplicity. Complexity
is easier to sell. We also have the
intellectual habit of thinking that
sophistication lies in the degree of
complexity of things. But in the
Japanese worldview, for example,
which lacks nothing when it
comes to simplicity and elegance,
it is believed that simplicity
accentuates the interior of things:
the refined is simplicity; simplicity
is a communion with nature.
Thus, the tissue from which
the great advice of the wise is
made is simply the primitive law
of life. Knowing how to listen to
a tree without wanting to be the
tree, knowing that looking out a
window is a fundamental act for the
spirit, knowing that calling bread
bread and that on the tablecloth
appears the daily bread. In the face
of any mental, emotional or medical
dilemma it is enough to shrink
the reach of our life. It is enough
to sleep, drink, walk, dance and
give thanks at the end of the day.

Expect a lineup of songs
that will reflect the many different
faces of Faena. “If you’ve been
a guest with us, the music will
transport you back to your day
spent lounging poolside or an
evening dancing in the Living
Room or Saxony Bar,” says Lista.
The varied playlist, which
will be updated monthly, features
everything from Argentine tangos
and boleros to R&B, rock, and
soul. “It will be a fun mix of
genres that transmit a sense of
romance and intrigue, and others
that will make you break out in
dance.” The curation is designed
to take listeners on a journey, much
like an on-property experience at
Faena does. “It’s another way for
people to enjoy the Faena vibe.”

DOWNLOAD
FAENA SOUNDS

FAENA.COM/ALEPH
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Special Events & Happenings

COLLABORATORS

NOVEMBER

Faena
by Tony Kelly

DECEMBER

NOV 19

NOV 23

Full Moon Meditation
with Ewa Joseffson

DEC 2 & 3

Shamanic Family
Constellations with Eric Lopez

DEC 4

Twin Hearts Meditation
or Master Choa Kok Sui
with Agustina Caminos

Twin Hearts Meditation
with Myk Likhov &
Agustina Caminos
3:00 PM – 4:00 PM
TIERRA SANTA STUDIO

DEC 5

Eduardo Castillo Concert
10:00 PM

6:00 PM – 9:00 PM
TIERRA SANTA STUDIO
3:00 PM – 4:00 PM
TIERRA SANTA STUDIO

NOV 25

Thanksgiving
Ceremony & Meditation
with Fernando Benevenia
& Agustina Caminos

6:00 PM – 8:00 PM
TIERRA SANTA STUDIO

DEC 8 & 9

Psychotherapy Course of
Master Choa Kok Sui with
Angela Barrios-Cohen

DEC 2,3 & 4

Specially Curated Art
Basel Big Bang Pop Up

8TH – 6:00 PM – 10:00 PM
9TH – 9:00 AM – 6:00 PM
TIERRA SANTA STUDIO

7:00 PM – 8:00 PM
TIERRA SANTA STUDIO

DEC 18

NOV 21 & 22

Basic Pranic Healing Course

Full Moon Cocao Activation
Ritual featuring Eugene
Gant of Modern OM

NOV 25

Thanksgiving at Los
Fuegos & Pao

7:00 PM – 9:30 PM
MAMMOTH GARDEN

DEC 24 & 25

12:00 PM – 6:00 PM
BIG BANG AT TIERRA SANTA
HEALING HOUSE

Festive at
Los Fuegos & Pao

DEC 3

Beach Yoga with Lina Pinilla
10:00 AM – 11:00 AM
FAENA BEACH

10:00 AM – 6:00 PM
TIERRA SANTA STUDIO

DEC 31

New Year’s Eve
Celebration at Faena

Daily Schedule
MONDAYS

TUESDAYS

WEDNESDAYS

THURSDAYS

FRIDAYS

SATURDAYS

SUNDAYS

Hatha Yoga
Tierra Santa Studio
10:00 am

Hatha Yoga
Tierra Santa Studio
10:00 am

Vinyasa Yoga
Tierra Santa Studio
10:00 am

Yoga Flow
Tierra Santa Studio
10:00 am

Yoga Flow
Tierra Santa Studio
10:00 am

Vinyasa Yoga
Tierra Santa Studio
10:00 am

Yoga Flow
Tierra Santa Studio
10:00 am

Twin Hearts
Meditation
Tierra Santa Studio
3:00 pm

Twin Hearts
Meditation
Tierra Santa Studio
3:00 pm

Twin Hearts
Meditation
Tierra Santa Studio
3:00 pm

Twin Hearts
Meditation
Tierra Santa Studio
3:00 pm

Twin Hearts
Meditation
Tierra Santa Studio
3:00 pm

Twin Hearts
Meditation
Tierra Santa Studio
3:00 pm

Twin Hearts
Meditation
Tierra Santa Studio
3:00 pm

Live Music & DJs
The Living Room
From 7:00 pm

Vinyl Tuesdays
The Living Room
From 7:00 pm

Live Music & DJs
The Living Room
From 7:00 pm

Live Music & DJs
The Living Room
From 7:00 pm

Live Music & DJs
The Living Room
From 8 pm

Live Music & DJs
The Living Room
From 7:00 pm

Sunday Parilladas
Los Fuegos
12:00 pm to 4:00 pm

Tryst Cabaret
Faena Theater
9:00 pm

Tryst Cabaret
Faena Theater
9:00 pm

Tryst Cabaret
Sunset Beach Yoga
Faena Theater
Tierra Santa Studio
8:00 pm to 10:30 pm 6:00 pm

TO BOOK OR FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.FAENA.COM

Fine art photographer Tony Kelly,
known for his highly polished,
playfully subversive images, has
his lens fixed on his latest muse,
Faena Hotel Miami Beach, to
shoot his fourth photobook.
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At first blush, Kelly was
immediately struck by the poetry
of Alan Faena’s living work of
art. “When I walked into the hotel
for the very first time all my senses
were stimulated—from the grand
cathedral entrance to the smell to
the breeze in the courtyard to the
live music playing in the Living
Room. It was like an endless
massage of the senses and the soul,”
muses Kelly. Every step of the way
feels like a journey unfolding, shares
the Dublin-born, Los Angeles-based
artist, and the journey is propelled
by the winds of live music that

carry you from the beach to the
garden to the bar.” This place is run
by an artist and you can feel it.”
Once on property, Kelly
rarely finds himself with an excuse
to leave. “It has the highest level of
service,” he says, “and everything
works in perfect harmony.” The
collaborative book is a natural
extension of Faena and Kelly’s
shared aesthetic. “My color palette
is here, my musical taste is here; it
all feels very organic,” explains the
photographer. “Alan pays attention
to every detail. That is what I
respect. That is what inspires me.”

/FaenaMiamiBeach

/Faena

/Faena.live

/CasaFaena

/FaenaBazaarCurio

/FaenaArt

/FaenaTheater

/PaoFaena

/LosFuegosFaena

/TierraSantaFaena

Faena District Directory
Faena Hotel Miami Beach
844 733 4190
305 535 4697

Pao By Paul Qui
pao@faena.com
786 655 5600

Tierra Santa Healing House
spamiami@faena.com
786 655 5570

Faena Theater
faenatheater@faena.com
786 655 5600

Los Fuegos By Francis Mallmann
losfuegos@faena.com
786 655 5600

Living Room
livingroom@faena.com

Saxony Bar
saxonybar@faena.com

Gitano at Casa Faena
gitano@faena.com

Faena Bazaar
786 490 2003

Faena Rose
rosemembership@faena.com

Faena Forum Miami Beach
events-miamibeach@faena.com

Faena Art
info@faenaart.org

Casa Faena Miami Beach
305 604 8485
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